THE LITTLE SEED
MAIN THEME: The life of a Seed

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:
In this activity children will learn all about the lifecycle of a seed. It
will show them what different seeds look like, how seeds begin to
produce a small shoot and the conditions seeds need to grow. They
will then do a practical workshop, where they will plant seeds in
cotton wool and gloves and place them in a sunny area to ‘mimic’
the conditions of a greenhouse.

TARGET AUDIENCE:
30 children aged 3-5 years
TEACHERS INVOLVED:
No. 2
WORKSHOP DURATION:
30 minutes for preparing the activity:
90 minutes for the activity with the pupils
OBJECTIVES:
1: To tell the pouils what a seed is and how it grows.
2: To show the children how to ‘mimic’ the condtions of a greenhouse to
help plants start to grow.
3: To learn about different types of seeds and their growing conditions.

METHODS:
1. Begin the session by presenting the PowerPoint attached called
“The little seed” this will take 20 minutes to explain fully.
2. Then begin the practical work, get each child to roll up their
sleevs and hadn’t them out one glove each.
3. Get them to label each finger on the glove with the seed they
will put into that finger e.g. carrot, lettuce etc.
Hand out 5 cotton wool balls to each child and get them to rip
them in half and soak them in water.
4. Place the seed inside the cotton wool ball and place the ripped
half on top of it to form a “sandwich” now place this into the
correct finger on the glove.
5. Repeat for all fingers, when this is done stick the glove onto the
window with direct sunlight for 3 weeks.

Quantities
1
1
30

Materials

Notes

The little seed PowerPoint

It should be shown on the white board

White board connected to computer
Clear Gloves

Must be clear for sunlight

Sharpies

Needs to be waterproof

5 seed varieties

5 seeds per student

Roll of tape

To tape gloves to window

30x5

Cotton wool balls

5 pieces of cotton wool per child

6

Cups of water

Cup of water per table

Kitchen roll

Roll to clean up any spillages

30
30x 5
1

1

HOW TO PROCEED
PHASE 1 - GETTING STARTED: (Time: 20 minutes)

Get all the children to join you at the front of the room in a semi circle or
on the mat at the front near the projector. Load up the PowerPoint
presentation.
Go through the presentation for the children allowing time for them to
come up with answers and give opinions on the life cycle of the seed.
When the PowerPoint is finished, put the children into groups of five to
complete the practical. Ask the groups to go to a table and roll their
sleeves up in preparation for the workshop to begin.
At this stage you should have all the items laid out on the tables for the
children to begin the practical session.

PHASE 2 - EXECUTION: (Time: 60 minutes)
How do seeds grow
•

In this phase have the children sitting back at there desks.

•

Give each child one glove and a marker. Tell them to write the name of a seed
on each finger e.g. carrot,Brocolli

•

When they have all the fingers labelled leave the glove to the side and giev
them all out 5 cotton wool balls each.

•

Ask them to cut the cotton wool balls in half so they have 10 pieces in total.

•

Ask the students to lift up 2 pieces and demonstrate dipping them in the water
to lightly wet them (not soak them)

•

Add one seed in between the pieces of cotton wool and set the other piece on
top to form a “sandwhich”

•

When this is done put the cotton wool ball and seed in a finger of the glove
labelled to match the seed planted and repeat for all fingers, until you have all 5
filled.

•

Take all the gloves and stick them on the window toensure they get sunlight.

•

Allow them to grow for 3 weeks adn water if they seem dry.

•

The next workshop “The little Sprout” will explain the next steps.

PHOTOS

PHASE 3- CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION (time: 10 minutes)
To conclude the lesson ask the students questions about what they just
did and questions on the language used e.g. what is a little seed, what does
it turn into – a sprout. To ensure learning is taking place.
Recap on the powerpoint presentation used.
After the questions take some time to explain next time we will plant
our little sprouts and learn all about the next stage in the life cycle of our
seed.

EVALUATION
Print of the Garden in a glove sheet at the end of the workshop and
asl each child to put their name on the sheet and fill in what seeds
we just planted in each finger to make sure that children have
learned:
-that there are many different seeds
-What seeds we have planted
- What we are trying to mimic by using a glove e.g. Greenhouse

TEACHING TOOLS AND AIDS
Powerpoint
Projector
Garden in a glove sheet

